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Abstract
Depression is a state of severe despondency and affects a person’s thoughts and behavior. Depression leads to several psychiatric symptoms such as fatigue, restlessness, insomnia as well as other mood disorders (e.g. anxiety and irritation). These symptoms have a resultant impact on the subject’s emotional expression. In this work, we address the problem of predicting the emotional dimensions of valence, arousal and dominance in subjects suffering from variable levels of depression, as quantified by the Beck Depression Inventory-II (BDI-II) index. We investigate the relationship between depression severity and affect, and propose a novel method for incorporating the BDI-II index in affect prediction. We validate our models on two datasets recorded as a part of the AViD (Audio-Visual Depressive language) corpus: Freeform and Northwind. Using the depression severity and a set of audio-visual cues, we obtain an average correlation coefficient of .33/.52 for affective dimension prediction in the Freeform/Northwind datasets, against baseline performances of .24/.48 based on using the audio-visual cues only. Our experiments suggest that the knowledge of depression severity significantly improves the emotion dimension prediction, however the BDI-II score incorporation scheme varies between the two datasets of interest.

Index Terms: Depression, Affect prediction, Valence, Arousal, Dominance, Multi-modal fusion

1. Introduction
Depression is a clinical condition characterized by a state of low mood, despondency and dejection [1]. Depression can impact a patient’s mood leading to symptoms such as sadness, anxiety and restlessness [2]. The National Institute of Mental Health identifies various forms of depression (such as major depressive disorder, dysthemic disorder and psychotic depression) and links their impact to the patient’s life including his personal relationships, professional life as well as daily habits such as eating and sleeping [3]. Depression also has a direct impact on the patients affective expression and their association has been widely studied in relation to depression therapy [4], genetic analysis of depression [5] and perception of emotions [6]. In this work, we address the problem of relating affective expression to the severity of a patient’s depressive disorder. Tracking affective dimensions (valence, arousal and dominance) is a classic problem in the study of emotions [7] and we incorporate the severity of depression quantized by a self-assessed metric, the Beck Depression Inventory-II (BDI-II) index [8] in prediction of the affective dimensions. Through our proposed affect prediction system, we aim to exploit the impact that depression has on a patient’s emotional states with an overarching goal of assisting the analysis and treatment of depression disorders.

Several previous works have analyzed the relationship between depression and emotions including various cross-cultural studies [9], in neurology [10] and psychology [11]. Greenberg et al. [4] describe an emotion focused therapy for depression in their book and Izard [12] and Blumberg et al. [13] analyzed patterns of emotions with respect to depression. Considering the application of machine learning to the analysis of depression, researchers have investigated the relation between depression and various audio-visual cues using Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) [14], i-vectors [15] and acoustic volume analysis [16]. Tracking affect is another problem that is widely studied in emotion research. For instance, Metallinou et al. [17] incorporated body language and prosodic cues in tracking continuous emotion and Nicolaou et al. [7] proposed an output-associative relevance vector machine regression for continuous emotion prediction. Ringeval et al. [18] utilized physiological data in predicting emotions and Gunes et al. [19] presented an analysis of trends and future directions in affect analysis. The Audio Visual Emotion Challenges (AVEC) [20, 21] led to particular interest in the study of depression disorder and emotions. Several interesting approaches were presented as a part of the challenge in predicting depression and tracking affective dimensions. A few proposed methods for tracking emotions include using ensemble CCA [22], regression based multi-modal fusion [23] and use of application dependent meta knowledge [24]. Methods proposed for rating depression include the use of vocal and facial biomarkers [25], facial expression dynamics [26] and Fisher vector encoding [27].

Despite the progress in the study of relating depression and emotions, existing models do not take depression severity into account while tracking affect. The challenge lies in incorporating a single patient specific depression assessment value in the models for tracking affect. We address this challenge in this work by performing feature transformation based on the self-assessed depression severity. We perform experiments on two datasets obtained from the Audio-Visual Depressive language (AViD) corpus: Freeform and Northwind datasets [21]. Both of these datasets contain sessions involving human-computer interaction, where either the patients discuss freely on a given question (Freeform) or read aloud an excerpt (Northwind). In order to establish the relationship between depression severity and affect in the datasets, we initially perform preliminary correlation analysis between the patients’ BDI-II index and statistical functionals computed over their affective dimensions. This is followed by the design of the affect prediction system, where we first develop a baseline system based on audio-visual features only. We then extend the model to incorporate feature transformation based on the depression severity (as quantified by BDI-II index) for the specific individual patient in the session. The motivation behind adding the feature transformation is to train a joint model, incorporating the scalar depression severity value within the audio visual prediction system. We test several feature transformation schemes and our best models obtain a mean correlation coefficient values of .33 and .52 (baseline system performance: .24 and .48) computed over the affective dimensions (valence, arousal and dominance) in the Freeform and Northwind datasets, respectively. Finally, we discuss the feature transformations applied, interpret the results for the two datasets and propose a few future directions.

2. Database
We use a subset of the AViD (Audio-Visual Depressive language) corpus in this work, also used in the Audio-Visual Emo-
tion Challenges (AVEC), 2013-14 [20,21]. The corpus includes microphone and webcam recordings of subjects performing a human-computer interaction task. A single recording session contains only one subject. The subset of the corpus we use is divided into two parts: Freeform and Northwind datasets. Both these datasets contain the same set of subjects, with 100 session recordings. In the Freeform dataset, the participants respond freely to a question, while the Northwind dataset is more structured in the sense that the participants read aloud a given excerpt. 3-5 naive annotators rate every session with three affective dimensions: valence, arousal and dominance, at a rate of 30 Frames Per Second (FPS). The final affect annotations are obtained as the mean over all the annotator ratings, computed per frame. The subjects participating in the sessions also complete the standardized self-assessment based Beck Depression Inventory-II (BDI-II) questionnaire [8]. The BDI-II index is a single score between 0-63 determined based on a set of 21 questions, with a higher score implying more severe depression. For more details regarding the corpus, please refer to [20].

3. Experiments

We divide our experiments into two parts: (i) Investigating the relationship between affective dimensions and the depression severity using correlation analysis and, (ii) Affect prediction incorporating self-assessed depression severity. We describe our experiments in detail below.

3.1. Investigating relationship between affective dimensions and depression severity

As discussed in section 1, existing literature offers an in depth exploration of the relationship between affect and depression and suggests several links [5,6]. In this experiment, we perform an analysis to validate the relationship between affective dimensions and depression severity on the Freeform and Northwind datasets. We compute session-level statistics (mean, variance, range and median) over the time series of affective dimensions (valence, arousal and dominance) and look for any significant correlation with the BDI-II index. Table 1 lists the values of correlation coefficient between each of these statistics and the BDI-II score for the two datasets. Significance of the correlation coefficient is computed using the Student’s t-distribution test at 5% level against a null hypothesis of no correlation. Since we are performing multiple hypothesis tests, we apply the Bonferroni correction [28]. We limit ourselves to a few statistical functionals as the Bonferroni correction is likely to give more false negatives with increasing number of significance tests.

From the table 1, we observe that the severity of the depression correlates significantly with several statistics of the affective dimensions for both the datasets. In particular, the mean and median statistics correlate well with the BDI-II score for both the datasets. The variance and range statistics correlate with the BDI-II score only for the Northwind dataset sessions. As the set of subjects is same across the two datasets, this difference in correlation suggests that affective expression may be affected by the nature of the task (dataset collection). Spontaneous versus read elicitation exercise different aspects of the neurocognitive system and hence the resulting affective vocal/visual behavior can be differently affected by depression. Nevertheless, significance of several correlation coefficients validate the relationship between emotions and depression and motivates our next experiment in predicting affective dimensions based on depression severity assessment.

3.2. Predicting Affective dimensions

In this section, we propose a model to predict the frame-wise affective dimension ratings conditioned on the depression severity. Initially, we develop a multi-modal system for predicting affective dimensions and use it as a baseline. We then extend the baseline model to incorporate the BDI-II index as a parameter in affect prediction. We describe these models below.

### 3.2.1. Baseline: Multi-modal affective dimension prediction

We initially develop a system for affect prediction based on audio-visual cues. We perform a frame-wise extraction of several audio-visual features and develop a multi-layered system for affect prediction. Below, we describe the audio visual cues used in prediction followed by the model description.

**Multi-modal cues:** We use a similar set of audio visual cues as was used in the AVEC challenge 2014 [21]. A brief description of the audio-visual features is given below.

a) **Audio features:** We adopt the set of audio features proposed in the AVEC 2014 challenge baseline paper [21]. The set of features include low level descriptors such as Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients, loudness, jitter and shimmer. For a complete list of features used in the audio model, please refer to the Table 1 in [21]. The list consists of 32 energy and spectral features and 6 voicing related features. We further append delta features and window-wise statistical functionals to these 38 features as described in the AVEC 2014 baseline paper [21]. Note that the audio features are obtained at a sample rate five times the annotation frame rate (30 FPS). Thus, we downsample the audio features by sampling every fifth frame, as is suggested in [21]. We represent the audio features for the \( t \)th frame in the session \( s \) as the row vector \( a^s(t) \).

b) **Video features:** The set of video features used in the baseline system is also borrowed from the AVEC challenge 2014 [21]. The proposed set of frame-wise Local Binary Pattern (LBP) features is well known for describing facial expressions. The LBP descriptors computed for a pixel compare the pixel’s intensity to it’s neighbors. After computing the descriptors per pixel, a histogram feature is computed with each bin as different binary pattern. For a complete description of the LBP features, please refer to section 4.2 in [21]. We represent the video features for the \( t \)th frame in the session \( s \) as the row vector \( v^s(t) \).

**Affect prediction system:** Our baseline affect prediction system uses the aforementioned audio-visual cues for frame-wise prediction of the affective dimensions. A schematic of the baseline system is shown in Figure 1. We describe various components of the system below.

a) **Input audio/video features:** The bottom-most layer of the system in Figure 1 serves as the input for the audio/video feature values. Note that we have separate inputs for the audio and video features. In the session \( s \), to predict the affective dimensions for the \( t \)th frame, the system uses a window of audio/video features centered at the \( t \)th frame. That is, for the \( t \)th frame, the audio (video) features used is the concatenated set of vectors \( \{a^s(t-n),...a^s(t),...a^s(t+n)\} \cup \{v^s(t-n),...v^s(t),...v^s(t+n)\} \) where the window length is given by \( 2n + 1 \).

| Table 1: Correlation coefficient \( \rho \) between a subject’s BDI-II score and statistical functionals computed over the affective dimensions for his session. Significance of \( \rho \neq 0 \) is shown in bold. |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
|                 | Freeform        | Northwind       |                 |
| Mean            | -40  | -46  | -35  | -34  | -50  | -20  |
| Median          | -39  | -46  | -35  | -33  | -51  | -20  |
| Variance        | -09  | -08  | -08  | -23  | -28  | -09  |
| Range           | -03  | -08  | -07  | -31  | -39  | -13  |

The proposed set of frame-wise Local Binary Pattern (LBP) features is well known for describing facial expressions. The LBP descriptors computed for a pixel compare the pixel’s intensity to it’s neighbors. After computing the descriptors per pixel, a histogram feature is computed with each bin as different binary pattern. For a complete description of the LBP features, please refer to section 4.2 in [21]. We represent the video features for the \( t \)th frame in the session \( s \) as the row vector \( v^s(t) \).
b) Audio/video outputs: The audio/video outputs are the output values obtained from the respective modalities. The motivation for such an untied system is for an independent evaluation of each modality. We represent the audio (video) output for the $j^{th}$ frame in the session $s$ as $y_a^j(n)$ ($y_v^j(n)$). The dimensionality of $y_a^j(n)$ and $y_v^j(n)$ is the same as the number of affective dimensions, as represented by the 3 nodes in the audio/video output layer in Figure 1. We chose a linear system to obtain $y_a^j(n)$ and $y_v^j(n)$ from the window of audio and video features as shown in equations (1) and (2). $w_a$ and $w_v$ represent the weight vectors multiplied with the audio and video features, respectively, and $b_a$ and $b_v$ are the bias terms. The strategy for training the system and obtaining the parameters $w_a$, $w_v$, $b_a$, and $b_v$ is described in the next section.

\[
y_a(t) = w_a[x_a(t-n), ..., x_a(t), ..., x_a(t+n)]^T + b_a \tag{1}
\]

\[
y_v(t) = w_v[x_v(t-n), ..., x_v(t), ..., x_v(t+n)]^T + b_v \tag{2}
\]

c) Modality fusion: Modality fusion performs a weighted combination of the outputs $y_a^j(t)$ and $y_v^j(t)$ to provide the fused output $y^j_f(t)$ for the $j^{th}$ frame in session $s$. The fusion is again chosen to be linear and the output $y^j_f(t)$ is obtained as shown in equation (3). $w_f$ and $b_f$ represent the weight and bias vectors used for fusion, respectively.

\[
y^j_f(t) = w_f[y_a^j(t), y_v^j(t)]^T + b_f \tag{3}
\]

One could chose one of the several strategies for training the model shown in Figure 1. For instance, the bottom three layers in Figure 1 represent a neural network and can be trained using the standard back-propagation algorithm [29]. However, we chose to train each layer independently using data bootstrapping [30]. That is, the audio and video system parameters ($w_a$, $b_a$ and $w_v$, $b_v$) are optimized independently on randomly sampled portions of the training set to predict the affective dimensions; using the Minimum Mean Squared Error (MMSE) criteria [31]. The fusion parameters ($w_f$, $b_f$) are then obtained to predict affective dimensions on another independently sampled subset of the training data by fusing audio and video outputs ($y_a$ and $y_v$), again using the MMSE criteria. We randomly sample 80% of the training data for each optimization. We chose this training strategy because of the following reasons: (i) This strategy allows for independent evaluation of audio and video systems, as well as their fusion, (ii) our preliminary experiments suggested that while data bootstrapping and back-propagation results are comparable, the former is faster to perform. Next, we describe our final low pass filtering step to obtain the final predictions.

d) Final prediction after filtering: In the final step of the baseline system, we low pass filter the time-series of predicted affective dimensions. Note that this is a post processing step after predictions for each analysis frame has been obtained. This step is motivated from the fact that affective dimensions evolve smoothly over time without abrupt changes, as is also observed in several other works [23, 32]. In our experiments, we use a moving average filter (length: $k$) as the low pass filter. In the next section, we extend the use of the depression severity in predicting the affective dimensions.

3.2.2. Affective dimension prediction incorporating depression severity

In this section, we propose an extension to the baseline model by incorporating the BDI-II depression index within the affect prediction system. The motivation of the system design is to perform a joint learning on the self-assessed depression severity and audio-visual cues to predict affective dimensions. Since the BDI-II index is a single value associated with every subject, the challenge lies in using the index in the frame-wise affective dimension prediction. We propose the inclusion of the subject-specific BDI-II score as a model parameter in predicting affective dimension for that subject. Using the same set of audio-visual cues in the baseline system, we incorporate the BDI-II score in the model as described below.

Affect prediction system: The proposed system transforms the audio-visual features based on the subject’s BDI-II score values. Figure 2 shows a schematic of the proposed model and below we describe each component of the model.

a) Input audio/video features: The feature input scheme is same as in the baseline system. The system takes in a window of audio/video features and transforms them based on the BDI-II score as discussed next.

b) Feature transformation based on depression score: In this layer, we transform the features for a session based on the corresponding subject’s BDI-II score. Although there are several feature transformations that one can apply, we test three transformations in this work which modify the features means and/or variances in a session based on the corresponding subject’s depression severity. We discuss these transformations below.

1. Feature shifting: In this transformation, we shift the features values for a session by adding the BDI-II score for the corresponding subject. This transformation alters the feature means for a session based on the subject’s depression severity. The shifting transformation $T_s$ for audio features for the session $s$ with the corresponding subject’s BDI-II index, $d_s$, can be represented as shown in equation (4) (the same transformation holds for video features). $s$ represents a vector of one of the same dimensionality as the input feature.

\[
T_s([x_a^s(t-n), ..., x_a^s(t), ..., x_a^s(t+n)]) = [x_a^s(t-n), ..., x_a^s(t), ..., x_a^s(t+n) + (d_s \times 1)] \tag{4}
\]

2. Feature scaling: In this transformation, we scale the frame-wise feature values for each session by the correspond-
The scaling transformation $T_2$ is represented in equation (5). $\ast$ represents element-wise multiplication and $d_1$ is the BDI-II index for the subject in session $s$.

$$T_2([x_{a,s}^n(t-n), \ldots, x_{a,s}^n(t), \ldots, x_{a,s}^n(t+n)]) = [x_{a,s}^n(t-n), \ldots, x_{a,s}^n(t), \ldots, x_{a,s}^n(t+n)] \ast (d_1 \times 1)$$ (5)

3. Feature scaling and shifting: This transformation both scales and shifts the feature values, thereby affecting both means and variances for the features. This transformation $T_3$ is shown below.

$$T_3([x_{a,s}^n(t-n), \ldots, x_{a,s}^n(t), \ldots, x_{a,s}^n(t+n)]) = [x_{a,s}^n(t-n), \ldots, x_{a,s}^n(t), \ldots, x_{a,s}^n(t+n)] \ast (d_1 \times 1) + (d_0 \times 1)$$ (6)

c) Audio/video outputs: Following the feature transformation, we obtain the audio/video outputs using similar linear models as in the baseline model (equations (1), (2)). However instead of the explicit audio/video features, we use one of the feature transformations.

d) Modality fusion: The modality fusion strategy is again same as the baseline system. We perform training using data bootstrapping as discussed in the section 3.2.1(c).

e) Final prediction after filtering: The low pass filtering step is also same as the baseline system to avoid abrupt changes in tracking the affective dimensions. In the next section, we discuss the evaluation scheme and present our results.

3.2.3. Evaluation

We perform independent evaluations on the Freeform and Northwind datasets. For the 100 sessions in each dataset, we use a 10 fold cross-validation, with 8 partitions as the training dataset, and 1 each as development testing sets. For all our experiments, the features in the training set are normalized to be of zero mean and unit variance. During testing, we normalize the testing set features using feature means and variances computed on the training set. The BDI-II scores are also normalized to a range of 0-1 and during feature transformation they scale and shift the feature values accordingly. We use mean correlation coefficient $\rho$ over the three affective dimensions computed over all the sessions as the evaluation metric, as was also used in the AVEC challenge 2014 [21]. We tune the feature window length $n$ and length of the moving average filter length $k$ on the development set. Table 2 shows the results for each of the dataset using the baseline and various feature transformations in the proposed system.

3.2.4. Discussion

In our first experiment in section 3.1, we observed that depression severity is correlated with affect and therefore provides a complementary source of information in affect prediction. The results in Table 2 vary in the two datasets with better prediction in the Northwind dataset. This may be due to the difference in structural formats of the two datasets, with each dataset calling for a different cognitive planning mechanism [33, 34]. The Freeform dataset incorporates the exercise of lexical planning to form an answer where as Northwind dataset involves sensory input and sentence reproduction. We also notice that the best feature transformation scheme varies for the two datasets. Scaling the features alone (transformation $T_2$) does not perform well, implying changing feature variance based on the depression severity does not help, particularly in the case of Freeform dataset. This can be attributed to the lack of correlation between depression severity and variances of affective dimensions, as seen in Table 1. Since changing feature variances has a direct impact on output affective dimension prediction due to affine projections during prediction (Figure 2), scaling feature values based on depression serves as a noisy operation. However, we observe that changing the feature means via the shifting transformation ($T_3$) helps in both the cases. For the Northwind dataset, the best results are obtained after applying the shifting and scaling transformation ($T_5$). Apart from these observations, we also notice that modality fusion performs better suggesting that audio and video modalities carry complementary information. Also, the low pass filtering improves performance by removing high frequency components from the affective dimension prediction.

4. Conclusion

Researchers have investigated the impact of depressive disorders on emotion and discovered several patterns [12, 13]. In this work, we develop an affect prediction model with the subject’s depression severity incorporated as a model parameter. We use two datasets for this purpose and initially test the relationship between depression severity and emotions using correlation analysis. We then develop an audio-visual feature based baseline model to predict affect. We modify the model to use the BDI-II depression index to perform session-wise feature transformations which shift or/and scale the feature values for a session based on the subject’s depression severity. We test our model on two datasets and observe that the best performing transformation variation varies between them.

In the future, we will investigate other models for incorporating depression severity in predicting affective dimensions. As of now, the depression severity only affects the first layer of the prediction system. This BDI-II index could also be incorporated as a parameter in other layers of the model and the optimization problem could be framed accordingly. We also aim to apply the model to other problem domains involving time series prediction with an accompanied static label, e.g., tracking engagement based on autism severity [35]. Finally, the model could also be extended to datasets with ratings available at multiple temporal granularities.
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